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NINTENDO 3DS SOFTWARE QUICK GUIDE – MARIO & LUIGI™: DREAM TEAM BROS.

When you’re stuck and  
can’t progress, look for interactive  

objects you might have missed or try  
actions you haven’t used yet.

Mario and Luigi are back  
for another RPG adventure!

Travel between the “real world” and the “dream world”  
on an epic adventure requiring both the brothers’ powers  

to complete. Solve puzzles, defeat foes and overcome  
obstacles to reach the thrilling conclusion!

First and foremost,  
each brother is controlled  

using his own action button! Now, let me give you a  
few pointers for battles!

Press the action button the instant before  
stomping a foe, and you can bounce again for  
a double attack!

To dodge your foes’ attacks, time your 
action button presses to match their 
movements!

Thoroughly check  
your surroundings and  
try everything… zZz…
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Luigi
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This software title includes an electronic manual to reduce the amount of paper used in its packaging. For support, please 
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IMPORTANT: Please read the separate Important Information Leaflet.

Electronic Manual
Select the icon for this software on the HOME Menu and touch MANUAL  
to view the electronic manual. Please read this manual thoroughly to ensure  
maximum enjoyment of your new software.

Lastly, some important info for  
progressing on your quest!

Just press  
 !

Guide to Adventuring

 Level Up
You need to make sure you keep Mario and Luigi on top form to ensure they  
continue to be a match for their foes. Bravely challenge enemies you meet to  
gain experience points and level up.

 Equip Gear and Badges
Gear, such as Wear or Boots, doesn’t do you any good if you just carry it around. 
Access the Gear menu with  to equip and swap them around to improve  
your abilities. Badges let you deploy special effects in battle. These can help turn 
the tide of battle, so use them wisely!

 Watch out for Harmful Effects!
Some enemies’ attacks can stop you from acting in battle. Use a Refreshing Herb 
to cure these ailments!

Dizzy Burn


